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Charlie Munger's, argumentuano, Best investor in the world. His sacred wisdom-latticework understanding of separate disciplines–is a powerful way to achieve top-notch investment results. Without it, success is in the market or anywhere else - short-term fluke. -- Robert Hagstrom, author of The Warren
Buffett Way and Investing: The Last Liberal Art Griffin offers an elegantly unified theory of Munger's ideas, organized in a coherent context from a generous sampling of his scattered remarks on various forums over several years. Intelligent, thoughtful, comfortable and comfortable to read. -- Lawrence
Cunningham, author of Berkshire Beyond Buffett: The Enduring Value of Values What if I told you that the world's largest living investor was also one of the most various writers and thinkers on the subject? And what if there was one book that contains all his most insighted comments in a very focused
series of lessons, anecdotes and instructions for success? I'm happy to tell you that this book has finally arrived in Tren Griffin's Charlie Munger. -- Joshua M. Brown, Chief Executive, Ritholtz Wealth Management, author of Backstage Wall Street Griffin is better than anyone else in interpreting the most
important ideas of the best and brightest minds in business and investing in a way that people can easily understand. This book is overheaded with wisdom. Readers will graduate from decision-making, investing, human psychology and much more. Final book on Warren Buffet's business partner. -- Ben
Carlson, author of Wealth of Common Sense: Why Simplicity Trumps Complexity in Every Investment Plan Of Munger's Life is about coping with reality, from personal relationships to enough financial transactions. Griffin shows how Munger sees maybe where others see the opposite. How Munger sees
in the river even the beautiful fish swimming there. - Janet Lowe, author of Damn Rights: Behind the scenes with Berkshire billionaire Charlie Munger Charlie Munger, he's one of the most thought-all of our time. Combine his wisdom with Griffin's ability to synthesize thoughts, and this book is a true work
of wisdom. It will guide you to think differently, most importantly and most deeply, among business leaders and investors. - Morgan Housel, author of all believes most will be wrong: Motley Thinks about Investment and Holding Griffin performs an outstanding job of curating, synthesizing and organizing
the immense wisdom that Munger has left to mankind. -- Shane Parrish Farnam Street a treasure trove of observations and comments Munger, warren buffet's investment expert. - Nancy K. Webman Pensions &amp; Investments Anyone interested in finance will want this book... Highly recommended.
Choice If you put it down feeling like you haven't learned enough, blame yourself, not the author. Better Investing Well Organized and Careful... Griffin expertly demonstrates how munger's ideas came from both his own ideas, and he later walked away with the intellectual foundations set by [Ben]
Graham. Charlieton Tren Griffin works at Microsoft. He previously was a partner at Eagle River, a private equity firm controlled by Craig McCaw, with investments in the telecommunications and software industries including McCaw Cellular, Nextel, Nextel Partners, XO Communications, Teledesic and a
number of start-up companies. His early career included five years of work and life as a business consultant in Korea and Australia. Tren blogs about investing and other topics on 25iq.com. He is the author of a global negotiator: Building strong business relationships anywhere in the world; Korea, Tiger
Economy; taiwanese economy; Ah Mo: Legends from the Northwest; Charlie Munger is probably the best investor in the world. His sacred wisdom-latticework understanding of separate disciplines–is a powerful way to achieve top-notch investment results. Without it, success is in the market or anywhere
else - short-term fluke. -- Robert Hagstrom, author of The Warren Buffett Way and Investing: The Last Liberal Art Griffin offers an elegantly unified theory of Munger's ideas, organized in a coherent context from a generous sampling of his scattered remarks on various forums over several years.
Intelligent, thoughtful, comfortable and comfortable to read. -- Lawrence Cunningham, author of Berkshire Beyond Buffett: The Enduring Value of Values What if I told you that the world's largest living investor was also one of the most various writers and thinkers on the subject? And what if there was one
book that contains all his most insighted comments in a very focused series of lessons, anecdotes and instructions for success? I'm happy to tell you that this book has finally arrived in Tren Griffin's Charlie Munger. -- Joshua M. Brown, Chief Executive, Ritholtz Wealth Management, author of Backstage
Wall Street Griffin is better than anyone else in interpreting the most important ideas of the best and brightest minds in business and investing in a way that people can easily understand. This book is overheaded with wisdom. Readers will graduate from decision-making, investing, human psychology and
much more. Final book on Warren Buffet's business partner. -- Ben Carlson, author of Wealth of Common Sense: Why Simplicity Trumps Complexity in Every Investment Plan Of Munger's Life is about coping with reality, from personal relationships to enough financial transactions. Griffin shows how



Munger sees where others see the opposite. How Munger sees in the river even the beautiful fish swimming there. - Janet Lowe, author of Damn Rights: Behind the scenes with Berkshire billionaire Charlie Munger Charlie Munger, he's one of the most thought-all of our time. Combine his wisdom with
Griffin's ability to synthesize thoughts, and this book is a true work of wisdom. It will guide you to think differently, most importantly and most deeply, among business leaders and investors. - Morgan Housel, author of all believes most will be wrong: Motley Thinks about Investment and Holding Griffin
performs an outstanding job of curating, synthesizing and organizing the immense wisdom that Munger has left to mankind. Shane Parrish Farnam, a treasure trove of observations and comments from Mr. Munger, investment expert Warren Buffet. - Nancy K. Webman Pensions &amp; Investments
Anyone interested in finance will want this book... Highly recommended. Choice If you put it down feeling like you haven't learned enough, blame yourself, not the author. Better Investing Well Organized and Careful... Griffin expertly demonstrates how munger's ideas came from both his own ideas, and
he later walked away with the intellectual foundations set by [Ben] Graham. Charlieton Tren Griffin works at Microsoft. He previously was a partner at Eagle River, a private equity firm controlled by Craig McCaw, with investments in the telecommunications and software industries including McCaw
Cellular, Nextel, Nextel Partners, XO Communications, Teledesic and a number of start-up companies. His early career included five years of work and life as a business consultant in Korea and Australia. Tren blogs about investing and other topics on 25iq.com. He is the author of a global negotiator:
Building strong business relationships anywhere in the world; Korea, Tiger Economy; taiwanese economy; Ah Mo: Legends from the Northwest; And more Ah Mo. Anyone who's even remotely active and interested in investing will know about Charlie. For those who name nothing, this book will be more
than able to fill in the gaps and betray much wisdom along the way. Charlie Munger is now an aide to Warren Buffett, part of the top leadership of the double act at Berkshire Hathaway (his official title is vice president) and has been giving mudražu-like investment advice for more than four decades.
Munger has his strategies, focus and his point of view Anyone who is even remotely active and dedicated to investing will know about Charlie. For those who name nothing, this book will be more than able to fill in the gaps and betray much wisdom along the way. Charlie Munger is now an aide to Warren
Buffett, who is part of berkshire hathaway's leading double act (his official title is vice president) and has given a little bit of similar investment advice for over Decades. Munger has his strategies, focus and his point of view, and this book gives the reader a taste of Munger and shows something that makes
him edible. The essential steps of Munger's investment strategies are presented, which are first citing interviews, speeches, files and shareholder letters, encouraged by comments from investors, historians, academics and businessmen. While an investor will learn a lot, it's not just a book about making
your fortune by trading shares – there's a lot of crossover that can be used elsewhere in life, both professionally and personally. The book can be a somewhat challenging read for some and maybe it could be a little more polished to give it a greater, expanded appeal, but it contains a lot of information
and if you can get over the overload and start working on the data, potentially unlimited benefits can follow. Again, make no 100-2 p.m. It's not getting rich fast, stock picking for beginners-type books, but a careful, detailed, academically based book that has a lot going for it. For those who like to dig even
deeper, the book is icing on bibliographic references and notes that lead the reader along. With a book like this, sometimes you can be forgiven for wanting more when giving so much without being blamed for a get-go book. It provided an interesting, informative and stunning view of a person who is, for
many, part of a cult double act. Unless the institutional investor magazine is a little naughty, they recently informed their readers that they may even get underwear that, underwear, emblazoned with faces (spell check) Charlie Munger and Warren Buffet! (Their company has fruit looma). This type of
product layout availability begins to get used to cult-like status. Charlie Munger is 91 years old and yet it still seems to be steaming like an express train and as this book and countless media comments confirm, it is still sharp as the sharpest tack in the box. Why not check out this book, discover a little
munger magic and see what else will happen? Autamme.com... More... More
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